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Introduction
Some people call this time the gloaming, but I’d call it ‘the closest to how it feels to float’.
And if someone wanted me to paint the feeling for them, I’d just put their hand on my
chest, and say, ‘Here.’ (p 367)
Elizabeth (Biz) Martin Grey is in Year 11 and is floating through life. She is trying to
manage the pressures of school, fit in with her friendship group, figure out her sexuality,
and ignore her many dark, runaway thoughts, while never feeling quite ‘here’. Her dad
Stephen, who died when she was seven, ‘appears’ to her constantly, reflecting on his
memories of their family and sometimes offering her advice. Biz’s mum Laura works as
a dental nurse to support Biz and her siblings, the twins Billie and Dart. Biz has recently
kissed her best friend Grace and is curious about the new boy Jasper, which leads Biz
to question her sexuality. When Biz embarrasses herself at a beach party, the Posse she
belongs to rejects her and Grace. Grace’s boyfriend, Suryan, dumps her, and in retaliation
Grace drunkenly throws a rock through his window. Grace and Biz receive a police
warning and are suspended from school, so Grace is sent away to live with her dad.
Biz’s father, whose visits have been an anchor to Biz and have provided comfort since she
was small, also disappears. This, along with the events at school and the loss of Grace,
plummet Biz into serious clinical depression.
Biz enters a time of being very unwell. The remainder of the novel travels with Biz as
she attempts to recover from her illness, build a friendship with the elderly Sylvia and
Jasper (who turns out to be Sylvia’s grandson), deal with her increasing hallucinations,
dissociative episodes and panic attacks, and embark on a literal and metaphorical journey
to try and bring her father back.
This novel canvasses death and grief, depression and anxiety, dissociation and trauma,
friendship and peer group pressure, sexuality, and moral choices. It questions community
response to mental illness and the absolute necessity to have family support. It is a moving
account of a girl trying to find the strength to live with a serious illness and a hard history,
with the support of those who love her. It is a celebration of love and the power it has to
transcend the saddest of moments and the most dire of circumstances. ‘How it feels to
float’ is both a literal description of Biz’s dissociative experiences but also a metaphor –
for keeping on, holding on to life and love when the current wants to pull you out to sea.
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Themes
• Death and Grief
‘The dead leave us all the time, Sylvia.’ (p 126)
Discussion Point: Biz has never recovered from her father Stephen’s death. He never
recovered from his father Martin’s death. Is grief surmountable? How should one
endeavour to cope with grief?
Discussion Point: Stephen’s grief was exacerbated by having a child who reminded him of
how fragile life can be. He worried constantly that Biz would be injured or die (p 48) in
his hands. Every parent feels this to a certain extent, but Stephen’s feelings were extreme.
How difficult must it have been for Stephen to feel this way for so long? How do you think
Laura felt about and coped with Stephen’s prolonged feelings of fear and overwhelm?
Discussion Point: Have you felt so sad you couldn’t breathe? Has your throat hurt, your
chest hurt, your bones? (p 104)
Partway through the book, Biz is toppled by fresh grief after her father disappears and she
loses Grace. How does her grief here (and earlier in the book) affect Biz’s thoughts and her
way of seeing the world? How does it change Biz’s behaviour and influence her decisions?
How do you feel grief affects people’s mental health?
Discussion Point: Sylvia has dealt with Ronald’s death by embracing her memories of him
(p 126). Laura also often talks about Biz’s dad and keeps mementos of him throughout the
house (p 120). How are Sylvia’s and Laura’s coping mechanisms for grief similar, and how
are they different? Do you think Laura has overcome her grief at the loss of Stephen?
Has she actually, as Biz says, let him go? (p 135)

• Depression and Anxiety
‘Your father had a softness in him that went gooey after you were born,’ she said. He
looked the same but parts of him had loosened. You can’t reconstruct a man like him, she
said. You can try. He did try. (p 58)
Discussion Point: Read the passage describing Biz’s depression and visits to the
psychiatrist (pp 101–5). Did her feelings make sense to you? Do you think these feelings
are common? (Note: Teachers will need to be sensitive to their students’ experiences in this
area and may choose not to explore this topic.)
Discussion Point: Biz contemplates suicide (p 94) and again later: The feeling of wanting
to leave comes so suddenly, I can’t stop it before it hits. (p 115) Discuss the strategies Biz
learns to use when confronted with such feelings. (Note: Teachers need to be aware of their
students’ experiences in this regard prior to embarking on such an open discussion.)
Discussion Point: Bridgit’s skills at listening and encouraging Biz to speak about her
feelings (p 106) are a positive step forward for her. How important is it to talk about your
feelings to someone who genuinely listens?
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Discussion Point: Every day I have to cross the train tracks to get to school. Every time
I think, What if the signals are wrong, and a train comes out of the blue and hits me as I
cross? (p 11)
Biz has many anxious runaway thoughts and experiences numerous panic attacks in the
novel. What do you think Biz feels about experiencing these moments? How does she deal
with them throughout the course of the novel?
Discussion Point: Biz’s dad clearly suffered depression, as a result of his fractured
upbringing and loss of parents as a child. Martin James (Biz’s grandfather) also suffered
from serious mental health issues. In hospital, Biz says, ‘You can’t escape your history.
It’s like a river that follows you, blood that moves without you thinking. The past turns
corners to find you.’ (p 337)
In this statement, Biz seems to imply that having a family history of mental illness means
you’re helpless against it. Do you agree? Do you understand why Biz feels this way in this
moment? Studies have shown that hereditary factors can play a part in whether a person
experiences mental health issues, but people dealing with intergenerational mental illness
can develop strategies to avoid or minimise its effects. Do you think in time and with
treatment, Biz will change how she feels about the past?
Discussion Point: I’ve made an appointment to see Bridgit; soon I guess we’ll start
putting me back together, bit by bit by bit. (p 361)
At the end of the book, Biz is about to return to her sessions with Bridgit, to treat her
mental health. How do you think Biz feels about doing this work? Do you think it does
any good to ‘fight’ a mental illness and try to ‘get rid of it’ or is it better to accept an
illness and learn to manage and live with it?

• Dissociation
I’m soaking and thinking about floating, thinking about water, thinking about being
water, when something flicks inside me—OFF to ON, or would it be ON to OFF?—and I
leave my body and turn molecular. (p 113)
Discussion Point: Biz dissociates often in the novel. In Biz’s case her dissociation is both
a direct and delayed response to trauma. People sometimes describe dissociation as a kind
of ‘floating’— a feeling of not quite being in your body, and sometimes feeling entirely
separate from it. Dissociation can become a persistent response to even small triggers, and
can result in people feeling far away and ‘not quite here’ almost constantly. This feeling
can bring comfort or distress, depending on the situation.
Have you experienced anything like this, or has a friend or loved one? How would you
describe it, or how have they described, the feeling? Would it be good for people to talk
more openly about dissociation as a mental health condition? (Note: Teachers will need to
be sensitive to their students’ experiences in this area.)
Discussion Point: Biz dissociates more and more frequently as the novel progresses.
Can you identify other moments in the novel where she ‘floats’? When do you feel her
dissociation helps Biz and when do you think it make things more difficult for her?
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Discussion Point: ‘…it’s not the worst thing. The mind does it to protect you. It’s
a cushion for those moments when things are too much—it’s the brain’s defence
mechanism.’ (p 367)
Biz is told to not be afraid of her dissociation, and that it is a normal reaction under
the circumstances. She is reassured she will learn in time how to bring herself back to
ground. What do you think of this advice? Do you feel it helps to understand how the
brain works and the science behind mental illness?

• Trauma
Discussion Point: Trauma can be a major trigger for mental health problems, and it can
also profoundly affect pre-existing mental health conditions. Biz has had a very difficult
past. Discuss some ways that Biz has tried to cope with her trauma. How effective do you
think these techniques are?
Discussion Point: There was the time I was seven and saw my father in that room, in that
wooden house on stilts, and I took off down the stairs, onto the back verandah and down
the steep slope, tumbling almost over, almost splitting my crown like Jack or Jill. (p 49)
Biz has a lot of repressed memories of her past trauma. She doesn’t directly face them until
the end of the book. Where do you see those memories surfacing as she tells her story?
Sometimes she actively works to bury the memory (p 188). What is the effect on Biz, of
holding those memories in?
Discussion Point: Three traumatic events from Biz’s past are revealed to us toward the
end of the novel (pp. 344-351) How do you think these events have affected her life? What
changes for Biz after remembering these events? Do you feel facing the past helps you move
forward into the future?
Discussion Point: This moment will pass. Another one will come. Hard will come – grief
and dark and worry and loss. Again. Again. Sooner. Later. (p 367)
At the end of the novel, Biz is more aware of her mental health issues and the work she
needs to do to recover from her past trauma. She also knows she will probably have
difficult times again. How do you think Biz feels about this? Do you think there is hope
for Biz at the end of the novel? Do you think her father will continue to visit and comfort
her now?

• Friendship and Peer Group Pressure
. . . and for a second we look like an old photograph of us from a month ago, when we
were whole and untouchable and nothing at all had changed between us. (p 55)
Discussion Point: Grace and Biz have been best friends ‘forever’ but after Grace’s ill-fated
romance with Suryan and the events at the police station, Grace disappears from Biz’s life,
not replying to her texts or emails. This leaves Biz devastated. Why does Grace abandon
her? Was their friendship ever as strong as Biz thought it was? What hints are there in the
novel regarding the nature of their friendship?
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Discussion Point: Biz reflects on Jasper and the ‘groups’ (p 32) he might join when he
arrives at their school, indicating how regimented this society is and how much it is driven
by peer group pressure. Do you find that your school is divided into groups like this? How
easy is it to resist being classified as a member of such a group?
Discussion Point: Young people can often feel pressured to have sex before they are ready
for the experience. Biz comes very close to sleeping with Tim on the beach and his wrath
makes him lie about the experience and makes her a pariah at their school. What do you
think affected Biz’s choices on the beach? Have you (or a friend) had a similar experience
to this, and what was the result? If you are unsure about doing something and feel
pressured to do it, what might influence your decision? What do you think your options
are?
Discussion Point: When Grace has sex with Suryan, ultimately she is judged for doing so
(p 80). Why is Grace ‘slut-shamed’ and not Suryan? Have you seen or experienced this
kind of thing happening? Do you think this happens only to girls and not to boys? If so,
what can be done to change this kind of gender imbalance?
Discussion Point: The Posse abandon (or ‘fire’) both Elizabeth and Grace and: The
landscape slides into a mess of scars. (p 80) How common is such ostracism at your
school? Have you ever rebelled against such behaviour?
Discussion Point: Truth and truth split in two and walk side by side. (p 194) Biz’s
realisation that Jasper saw an event differently to how she did is a great lesson for anyone.
Try to put yourself in a friend’s shoes and imagine what they might be thinking about an
event in which you have participated in.
Discussion Point: Jasper’s friendship with Biz is tested by her illness. Nevertheless, he
supports her when she has a breakdown in Temora and visits her in hospital later. The
novel makes reference to how his parents might feel about the relationship (p 340). How
easy/difficult is to support a friend with problems like Biz’s?
Discussion Point: Biz’s friendship with the elderly Sylvia is unexpected, given the age
difference, but they clearly have things in common apart from photography. What other
interests or personality traits do they share?

• Sexuality
‘I don’t actually know what I am,’ I say. And I think that’s true. Am I bi? Am I gay? Am I
something else? It makes my head fog to think about it. (p 21)
Discussion Point: At the novel’s opening, Biz has recently kissed Grace. She is reassured
to learn that while Grace wants only to be friends, the kiss won’t affect their friendship.
Biz also isn’t sure if she wants more with Grace. When she meets the new boy, Jasper, she’s
drawn to him, but she doesn’t necessarily want to kiss him either. She doesn’t know who
she’s attracted to—or if she’s attracted to anyone—and by the end of the book she doesn’t
necessarily have an answer about her sexuality.
This novel explores the questioning many young people (and people of all ages) can go
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through regarding their sexual identity. Sexuality can be fluid, and many people may not
yet be sure of their feelings. What do you think of Biz’s questioning; can you relate to
what she is experiencing? How important is it to be open to your feelings and not to allow
society to force a presumed role upon you?
Discussion Point: (Or maybe he’s bi? Maybe he’s demi? Maybe he’s pan . . . ? (p 341)
We now know there are many more sexual identities than heterosexual or gay. How much
do you know about the different labels for sexual identity? Do you think you have more
to learn? Do you think it helps to know about the broad sexuality spectrum when figuring
out your sexuality?
Discussion Point: Biz realises Jasper is almost-definitely gay towards the end of the book
(p 298), but doesn’t ask him about it. Why does she decide not to ask? Why do you think
someone might not announce their sexuality, even if they know what it is?

• Moral Choices
Mum says I could have gone to jail. Which makes sense because I nearly killed someone.
Which is exactly the same as: I killed someone.
I didn’t throw the rock, but I let Grace throw it.
I didn’t drink four Red Bulls with vodka, but I watched Grace drink them.
I didn’t sleep with Tim, but told Tim I would sleep with Tim . . . But here I am. (p 93)
Discussion Point: Biz is horrified when she realises the implications of Grace’s act in
throwing the rock through Suryan’s window. Discuss with students the quote above, and
the moral dimensions of this incident and its relation to events in their own lives.
Discussion Point: Grace’s punishment is Biz’s as well. (p 92) Is that fair? Did she deserve
her police warning and suspension?
Discussion Point: What other moral choices are made by any character in this novel?

Plot & Structure
1. The events which make up the plot of a novel are designed to flesh out characters and
themes. This novel is structured by Biz returning to events in the past as ‘flashbacks’ via
her conversations with her father and gradually revealing the events which have led to this
moment in time.
Discussion Point: Which particular flashback had the most impact on your reading of this
novel?
2. Tension or Suspense are essential to a novel’s structure and are created by gradually
revealing answers to several questions posed at the beginning: How did Biz’s father die?
Will her friendship with Grace survive? Will she and Jasper become friends? Will Biz be
able to cope with her illness?
Discussion Point: Are there other questions left unanswered in this novel? What are they?
3. Pacing a Story to achieve minor and major climaxes is integral to a novel’s structure.
Each chapter begins with a tempting statement, for example:
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Well, how about that? Today I’m seventeen. (p 163)
Each ends with a cliff hanger, for example,
Somewhere, sometime, Mum must have let him go. (p 135)
Activity: Choose the beginning of any chapter and write a short alternative passage to
follow it.
4. Turning points or conflicts structure the action in a novel as well.
Discussion Point: What were the key turning points in this novel?
5. Exposition is important in structuring a novel. The text (pp 3–5) at the opening of
How It Feels to Float is an excellent example of ‘exposition’. The novelist sets the scene by
giving the reader access to Biz’s inner thoughts and we learn a great deal about what has
already happened in her young life.
Activity: Make a list of the things we learn about Biz in this passage.

Characters
Major Characters: Action in this novel revolves around the narrator Elizabeth (Biz) Martin
Grey; her dead father, Stephen Grey; her mother, Laura Grey; her twin siblings, Billie and
Dart; her once-best friend, Grace Yu-Harrison; her new best friend, Jasper Alessio; and her
83-year-old friend, Sylvia, who is Jasper’s grandmother.
Minor Characters: The Posse: Evie, Stu, Miff, Rob, and Sal; Suryan and Tim; Ms
Hastings; Mr Birch; her psychologist, Bridgit; the photography tutor, Carol; Laura Grey’s
Boyfriend; Doctor Max; George; the taxi driver.
1. Characters can be unreliable narrators.
Discussion Point: The novel is told through Biz’s first person point of view. Numerous
times throughout the book, Biz describes facts that appear later to not be true.
‘When did you go to the shop?’
‘When you were calling your mum.’
I stare at him. I didn’t call my mum. We texted while Jasper lay on a bench. (p 294)
Can you find other moments where Biz’s narration tells only part of the ‘truth’ of the
book? Why do you think Biz’s truth is so slippery?
Discussion Point: How did Biz’s unreliable narration affect your reading of the book? Can
you think of another novel with an unreliable narrator in it?
2. Characters can be described by someone else in the novel.
Discussion Point: Biz describes Jasper on his first day (p 32). What does this description
suggest about him?
3. Characters are also often described in terms which relate them metaphorically to
someone or something else.
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Discussion Point: What does the following description of Jasper suggest about him?
What did you expect, Biz, someone mappable? He’s a mystery and not a mystery, like the
two sides of a coin or a heart or the sea. (p 214)
4. Dialogue can also add to characterisation.
Discussion Point: The conversation between Biz and Jasper gives us information about him
(pp 211–2) as do their texts (pp 217–18). What sort of person do these dialogues suggest he
is?
5. Writers generally create a mixture of characters, some intended to invoke sympathy in
the reader, and others not to. There are also some characters who defy categorisation —
whose motives remain obscure.
Discussion Point: Which characters in this novel did you have sympathy for and why?
Which ones were unattractive, or annoyed you? Were there any ‘minor’ characters you
would have liked more information about, for example, Laura Grey’s ‘boyfriend’?
6. Character Study
Activity: Write a character study of Laura Grey, based on the aspects of characterisation
listed above.
7. Character Study
Activity: Write a character study of Stephen Grey, based on the aspects of characterisation
listed above.

Style & Use of Language
1. The novel is written in the first person, and present tense voice of Biz. This narrative
could also have been written in another voice. For example, Biz peels her polaroid photos
open and her father’s voice takes over in first person (p 320).
Activity: Write a journal entry as if by Jasper describing the rail journey to Temora.
2. Voice is created by a range of devices including syntax and use of language.
Activity: What distinctive aspects of style did you notice in the crafting of Biz’s voice?
3. Literary devices such as metaphor, simile and personification are frequently used in this
novel, for example:
Monday morning, seven-thirty, and it’s so hot the house feels like it’s melting. Cicadas
scream through the windows. The dog pants on the kitchen floor. (p 7)
. . . it makes me feel like I’m floating, like I’m one of those balloons people let go, even
though that balloon is going to fall in the ocean and kill a turtle. (p 56)
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Birds cuddle on the branches and clouds clank against each other muttering, ‘Blimey, it’s
bloody freezing! Isn’t it freezing? Too right.’ (p 66)
I am hunched, I think, trying to shrink into the fireplace, maybe hide in one of those
snow globes of Sylvia’s. I am a Tasmanian devil, I am a fern, I am the water in the globe.
(pp 179–80)
Withered trees hunch beside the pavement—they look like they’re having a collective last
gasp in the heat. (p 297)
Activity: Identify the literary devices employed in these quotations.
4. Parts of the novel read like poems in a verse novel, for example:
I wish I could save the ocean . . . They should. (p 45) when Biz nearly drowns.
Grief feels like this . . . cover yourself with leaves. (pp 99–100)
A photograph of the house . . . (pp 324–5) is Stephen’s memory of his father’s death.
I am in a bed in a room in a pub . . . Dad? Dad? (pp 326–9) is Biz’s poem about her
feelings for her dad.
Activity: Study these pieces of free verse and then write your own poem like these based
on some of the themes in this novel.
5. Humour is another device used by this writer (in Biz’s voice). For example, Biz makes
fun of the brochures offering classes, by exaggerating their titles (pp 111–2).
Discussion Point: What other examples of humour did you discover in this novel?

Setting
1. A writer creates a vivid setting often by investing it with human character, rather than
describing a static picture.
Activity: This novel is set in Wollongong, NSW. Read Biz’s description of the town: I live
with mum and the twins in Wollongong . . . The city is long like a finger. It was a steel
town once. (p 10) Describe your hometown or suburb using such devices.
2. Place can be described, too, in a filmic or documentary way.
Discussion Point: Various other locations are described in filmic terms, for example, Biz’s
first sight of her father’s old home: There are no lights . . . fading light. (p 308) Read this
passage closely and discuss how it works and what literary devices it employs.
Activity: Draw a picture of what this description evokes.
3. Place is also evoked by description which appeals to all the senses.
Activity: Biz describes the interior of her dad’s childhood home: Dad got brought back
here as a baby . . . in this house. (pp 312–3) Describe your own home using all your
senses.
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4. Contrast and dichotomy are useful in description too.
Activity: When Biz and Jasper arrive in Cootamundra they are struck by its difference
to Wollongong: It’s gigantic. There’s so much sky it’s hard to believe it’s not falling on
us. There’s no escarpment here—just low hills and cars and houses and us. We’re baby
ants squatting under an impossible blue. (p 284) Describe your home town in contrast to
another city.
5. In setting a novel in a real place in contemporary time, a writer is confined by having to
make descriptions as authentic as possible.
Discussion Point: What details regarding the towns of Temora or Wollongong, for
example, would Helena Fox have had to authenticate?

Writing Exercises
1. Their English teacher Mr Birch asks Biz’s class to write about their ‘alter ego’ with
reference to the poet Sylvia Plath and Biz’s response is included (p 15) in the novel.
Activity: Write your own short piece on your alter ego. Compare your answer to Biz’s –
did you have a similar reaction to this task?
2. The Packaging of a Book includes the Blurb and Cover which must offer the reader an
insight into the contents without giving the ending away.
Activity: Examine the cover of this book, assessing how the words and images on the front
cover interact and whether they are descriptive of the novel after you’ve read it. Design
your own cover using any medium you choose. Read the back cover blurb. Then make up
your own back cover blurb summarising the themes of the novel in a few hundred words.
3. Read Biz’s story about her first photography class (pp 120–3).
Activity: Write your own story about something that has happened to you recently in a
classroom and make it as entertaining as Biz’s narrative.
4. Biz takes photos and then imagines microstories about her subjects (pp 130–3).
Activity: Observe a stranger, taking notes about them (including their physical description,
what they are doing). Then use your observation as the impetus to write a micro-story
about the person’s possible life.
5. Discussion Point: Re-read the e.e. cummings’ poem, [Buffalo Bill’s], which Jasper
recites (pp 213–4) and discuss its meaning.
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Quotes for Discussion After Reading the Novel
1. Mum was unhappy here and that makes my heart hurt. I can picture the grey of her,
the lowering sky of her. I feel the ache of her, all the way through my feet. And of course
Mum cries here, because when does she get to otherwise? She’s always trying to be GlassHalf-Full everywhere else. (p 199) Discuss Laura Grey’s character and the sacrifices she
makes for her children.
2. I haven’t told Jasper how dad died . . . I haven’t said how slippery things can seem.
(p 219) Discuss the reasons why Biz hasn’t told Jasper about her father.
3. I tell Bridgit all the brightest bits of the day, none of the secrets. I give her the highlight
reel, I guess, the one that has me better, so much better she can feel she’s done her job
well—the best of all the psychologists in the world. (p 239) What is the psychological
effect of hiding the truth, as Biz does here?
4. Life is terrible and beautiful, isn’t it? It’s the best/worst at the exact same time, all
possibilities at once. (p 369) Discuss this statement and whether you agree or disagree
with it.
5. How it is. To be in this place in this moment under the sun, for as long as you can be,
for as long as you get. For as long as you can stay to see what might happen next. (p 372)
Discuss these very moving words which conclude the novel, and their relationship to your
own view on life.

Further Reading Ideas for Class Discussion
1. Comparative Literature
Discussion Point: Read other YA novels and memoirs about depression, trauma and
mental illness, e.g. Sophie Hardcastle’s memoir Running Like China (Hachette, 2015);
David Burton’s memoir How To Be Happy (Text, 2015); John Larkin’s novel The Pause
(Penguin Random House, 2015); John Green’s novel Looking for Alaska (Dutton, 2005);
Vikki Wakefield’s novel Ballad for a Mad Girl (Text, 2017) and E. Lockhart’s novel We
Were Liars (Allen & Unwin, 2014)
2. The novel also contains frequent reference to popular culture, eg. Vladimir Nabokov’s
Lolita (p 26); the film Sliding Doors (p 29); Biz’s favourite novel is The Great Gatsby by F.
Scott Fitzgerald.
Discussion Point: What other such references did you notice in this novel? Read any of the
texts referred to and discuss in relation to it.
3. Read about depression and anxiety and consult some of the websites listed below under
‘Further Reading’.
4. Read about other topics listed under ‘Themes’ above.
5. What other topics does this novel encourage you to read more about?
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Further Ideas Using Technology
1. Access websites which deal with depression or with any of the topics suggested under
‘Themes’ above.
2. Create a book trailer for this book.
3. Design a poster for this book using an online design program.
4. Visit sites about Wollongong to inform your discussion of ‘Setting’ above.
5. Visit relevant sites recommended below under ‘Further Reading’.

Conclusion
This emotionally charged novel ends on an exhilarating note of hope, but the reader is also
left conscious that Biz’s journey is just beginning. She will need to keep reminding herself
of the value of sharing her feelings with those who will listen, and that her loved ones
will move heaven and earth to help her as she learns to live with her illness. The closing
paragraph is a joyous anthem to grasping life with both hands – and running with it.
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Beyond Blue
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